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Agnes has been encouraged not to question authority by her mum-but that's especially hard in religion class, where it bugs her that so much gets blamed on Eve and that God's always pictured one way. Many discoveries, like penicillin, were made by accident but they were made by a curious and prepared minds.
Flexner questioned narrow approaches that forced academics to answer utilitarian questions, rather than sail into unknown waters. I like how the grander desire for exploration is expressed so clearly throughout the story of the robot, making the scope much larger than just one robot or planet.What does understanding the archetypes of curiosity actually do for us – how can this knowledge be applied? Not only paranormal and cryptids are featured but, history and unique locations of interest are exhumed. Curiosity is a feedback loop that is stimulated by understanding and by the absence of understanding.
This social issue is a much bigger fish in my opinion and it's too bad the author didn't take this up as his cross. Bhartihari argued that meaning happens in the act of using language, both in the utterances of the speaker and in the recognition of those utterances by the listener. The book contains lots of information about the Mars Rover mission as well as making people aware of the complexity involved. Another extension is pulling specific pieces of information from the book, such as its use of distances and measurements and incorporating them in a math class.I am also often distracted by the exploration of some random topic, be it virtual reality, or artificial intelligence, or crustacean aquaculture. A mouse is taking a stroll through the deep, dark wood when along comes a hungry fox, then an owl, and then a snake.
I was hoping for a more detailed discussion of curiosity, particularly how to _cultivate_ curiosity, but it wasn't there. It’s fascinating that we have two independent bodies and two independent minds, yet at the same time, we’ve constantly crafted our knowledge of our worlds together. I was motivated to read _Curious_ because my girlfriend and I were interested in understanding the difference in our relative levels of curiosity. In her own voice, Curiosity tells readers about her mission: to explore the red planet and work to discover if there is or ever was life on Mars. But at the very moment when the rewards of curiosity have never been higher, it is misunderstood and undervalued, and increasingly practised only by a cognitive elite.But then it was divided into seven pieces and hidden, each piece separately, within the seven greatest structures of the age. This book continues with local lore, legends, and unexplained from across the stream with Vincennes as my way point. Leaders should encourage curiosity in themselves and others by making small changes to the design of their organization and the ways they manage their employees. In a world where inequalities in access to information are being leveled, a new divide is emerging - between the curious and the incurious.
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